
SAFE TRADE OFFERS INVESTORS

SAFE TRADE RATIONALE

We have witnessed a turbulent and uncertain start of 2020, with an economical 

crisis still enfolding following the global COVID 19 pandemic.

While CBC’s trading strategies and current products are based on volatility and 

thereby thrive under the current and expected market conditions for the coming 12 

months, it does carry risk and can not offer any guarantee to protect the investor’s 

capital.

To address the needs of investors who do not wish to fully expose themselves to 

the risk of trading under volatile conditions, but still seeks a better than average 

return on their invested capital, we have developed SafeTrade.

PROVEN TRACK RECORD

Since start of trading operations in 2017, CBC has continuously demonstrated 

the capability to create outstanding profit on invested capital for our investors.

Our two main trading products, USD Trading and Limited Leverage Trading, 

has to date never closed a month on negative result.

Compound gross result of USD Trading past 12 months:

Compound gross result of Limited Leverage Trading past 6 months*: +157.73% 

                        *product launched October 2019

Based on demonstrated performance over 3 years we are confident to state 

that CBC has the capability to provide you with exceptional return on invested 

capital.

SAFE Trade

Product Overview

For more information contact our team members by e-mail at: contact@cbc-finance.ro or by phone at: 
+40 756 022 500

START YOUR INVESTMENT 
NOW !

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCING THE OPTION TO 
GUARANTEE YOUR INVESTED CAPITAL

Guarantee on invested capital through partnership with UNIT CREDIT 

GARANT IFN, a financial institution licensed by the National Bank of Romania 

and the Romanian Financial Conduct Authority, eligible to issue insurance on 

capital

Attractive returns by applying CBC’s proven trading strategies, methods and 

tools

SafeTrade offers investors both security and a good return on invested capital. 

90% of invested capital is insured with a bank guarantee for a duration of 12 

months against a 10% premium.

It offers a strong profit potential by deploying proven trading strategies, and it 

comes with licensed banking solution that fully accepts earnings from 

cryptocurrency trading.

There is no management fee. Clients pay only the premium for the insurance of 

capital and a 50% fee based on profits achieved by trading activity.

SafeTrade is designed for the client who:

1. Wants to gain access to the profit potential in cryptocurrency trading….

2. …but who is concerned with the risk that comes with volatility and

3. wishes to protect himself against losses of invested capital

MINIMUM INVESTMENT

Minimum
investment

Lock-in
term

Premium (paid on top of
invested amount together
with �rst deposit

Guaranted
return of
invested
capital

Insurance
term

Applied
performance
fee

$ 25,000
12 

months
+ 10% if invested capital 90%

12 
months

50%

https://erp.cbc-finance.ro/
https://erp.cbc-finance.ro/

